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What is a GOM?  Medicine measures height, weight, temperature, and 
blood pressure; the Federal Reserve Board measures the Consumer Price 
Index; Wall Street measures the Dow-Jones  Industrial Average; companies 
report earnings per share; and even McDonald’s measures how many 
hamburgers they sell.  
 
What do these measures have in common? They all assess general 
outcomes so decisions are data-based and timely.  
 
GOMs are Routine: Although these measures do not assess all health, 
economic, stock market, business or even fast food sales behavior, they 
are indicators considered so important to outcomes that they are routine.  

 
These measures are simple, accurate, and reasonably inexpensive in terms of time and materials. They are 
collected on an ongoing basis over time. They shape a variety of important decisions.  
 
Using GOMs in Education:  Education has its own set of indicators of general basic skill success. Derived out 
of the research base generated by a set of assessment procedures called Curriculum-Based Measurement 
(CBM), these General Outcome Measures (GOMs) allow us to make important statements about our students’ 
reading, spelling, written expression, and mathematics computation skills.  
 
History of CBM as a GOM:  CBM was developed more than 20 years ago by Stanley Deno at the University of 
Minnesota, and first implemented into schools by Gary Germann, with the idea of giving educators simple, 
accurate, and efficient indicators of student achievement. School-based research on CBM with real students 
and real teachers continues to this day. The references included in this workbook provide extensive information 
about how CBM was developed and validated, and how CBM can be used to make a variety of general and  
special education decisions.  
 
Originally, CBM was designed to assess growth and development in students’ specific curricula. In reading, 
teachers would create their own individual set of CBM passages based on what they were teaching and would 
use the information to determine students’ rates of progress and make changes in instruction as needed. This 
tie to curriculum had high instructional validity but lacked the necessary other technical features of reliable and  
valid measurement.  
 
It soon became apparent that the positive effects of assessing from materials selected from an individual 
teacher’s curriculum were offset by the lack of standard information about students’ progress. Some teachers 
had “no curriculum,” the curriculum would change year to year, and the differences between schools, between 
teachers within schools, and so on, made accurate decisions about students’ progress very difficult.  
Furthermore, teachers were too often burdened by the business of creating their own testing materials. In 
addition to being more time consuming, the variability in assessment practices was a concern. 
 
After considerable research, it has been demonstrated that a perfect correspondence between what CBM 
assessed and students’ specific curricula was not necessary. In fact, by using standard assessment materials, 
the same judgments about students’ level of reading skill and reading progress could still be made accurately, 
as well as provide appropriate, standards of growth and development across varied curricula, teachers, 
schools, and school districts.  
 
What emerged from this school-based research was the following conclusion:  Achievement can be improved 
by assessing student performance using standard, valid assessments in the following manner: 
 

1. The standard, valid assessments measured something important 
2. Constituted tasks of about equal difficulty  
3. Were tied to general curriculum  
4. Were monitored over time.  
 

CBM provided the assessment procedures to be able to do Numbers 1, 2, and 4. By developing graded and 
equivalent assessment materials of about equal difficulty tied to general curriculum, (Number 3) General 
Outcome Measurements (GOMs) evolved. Thus, the assessment procedures known as CBM are used in an 
assessment approach called General Outcome Measurement.  

 


